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Abstract
Many different organizations publish energy scenarios, from International Energy Agency to oil
producers, but also independent academic institutions or experts. Each of these scenarios present
some particularities. They may also reflect the interests of the institutions producing them. If policy
makers are to safely rely on some scenarios for planning and analysis, there is clear need for
awareness rising regarding energy scenarios and, more generally, the future energy constraint.
The Shift Project think tank addresses energy and climate change constraints in the modern world.
The double degree thesis work presented in this report is the result of a five month internship with
the Shift Project. The work was dedicated to, on the one hand, the implementation of an online
information platform gathering long term historical data and energy scenarios and, on the other
hand, the development of an analytical framework for energy scenarios. These tools bring a better
understanding of published scenarios first by providing a unique overview of the whole ‘scenario
landscape’ allowing making comparison on relative scales and questioning their credibility. The
objective is to increase transparency around the assumptions and meaning of the scenarios. The
tools produced will help decision makers by providing transparent material and operative filters in
the wide information base of energy scenarios. Ultimately, they help highlight the key issues
influencing the global energy agenda.

Summary of the thesis project
All around the world, many institutions study the future of energy supply. Oil companies,
international organizations, research institutes or even independent consultants are building up
models and publishing data on future energy scenarios. These organizations have different interests.
It is clear that these energy scenarios are different from each other, contain one or more “messages”
and reflect the interests of the institution producing them. The discrepancies between scenarios can
be either qualitative or quantitative (political context assumptions, models used, biased exogenous
parameters such as price scenario or energy-mix hypothesis, etc.).
Fossil energy resources (coal, gas and oil) are available for human societies in finite quantities. Their
stocks will be subject to an inexorable depletion in the future. Moreover, climate change in bringing
more challenges to the global energy agenda. Therefore, there is need for awareness rising. The
private sector and other decision makers understand the importance of the energy constraints and
their influence on the global economy. But can they rely on energy scenarios as they plan and decide
on future strategies?
Prospective research, that is to say development of an energy scenario, is actually different from a
prediction exercise. Scenarios do not seek to predict what is likely to happen in the future but
provide pictures that are consistent with themselves in order to achieve a goal. In other words, they
allow exploring the sustainability or coherence of policies. Aiming at helping decision makers to get a
better understanding of the whole landscape of energy scenarios published, this thesis proposes to
produce an information platform, so called “Energy data and scenarios browser”. The platform
gathers long term historical data and published scenarios from various organizations, and provides
an analytical framework for energy scenarios. This analytical tool contributes to build a deeper
comprehension of energy scenarios, enhancing their transparency while also challenging their
credibility.
On the “Energy data and scenarios browser” side, collection of public data, database implementation
and interface design have been carried out. For historical data from early 1900, digitalization of data
previously only available on paper was necessary. This data is thus now made available to a broader
public. Energy scenarios from various organizations have also been collected and homogenized in
order to be consistent with each other. The browser will be set online with free access soon.
On the analytic framework side, an exhaustive selection of indicators has been defined in order to
develop a systematic approach to an energy scenario publication. These indicators are ranked
according to their estimated level of objectivity, from a direct transposition of a coal production level
in 2030, to an elaborated calculation method revealing underlying assumptions in conventional oil
ultimate reserves.
The analytic framework has been tested partially on a small number of scenarios and extensively for
the recently published New Policies Scenario (IEA, 2010b). It proved itself efficient to increase
transparency in the methods and the meaning of some of the results presented. For example, we
identified the political background as well as oil price scenario assumptions conditioning New Policies
scenario energy demand levels. We found that the conventional oil production levels proposed are
rather optimistic regarding the values for ultimate reserves which are otherwise well accepted
among geologists. We also found that the capacity factors of power generation facilities were

assumed to increase in the future at rather optimistic rates for certain technologies. We have
discussed some economic evaluations proposed by the IEA, mainly stating some inconsistencies and
general lack of transparency in the methods used. Finally, we extrapolated emissions trajectories
taken by a few scenarios in order to show the direction they take regarding long term climate change
impacts.
Increasing analysis of an extensive list of energy scenarios and the development of a modeling tool
will help engage discussion with the private sector. In fact, based on a virtual distinction between a
physically-constrained possible energy supply and an energy demand scenario emerging from
economic-stakeholders intentions or wishes, potential sectorial tensions are likely to be revealed.
Will there be energy enough to accomplish all on-going strategic plans? This discussion should lead to
identifying resilient technical solutions and sustainable strategic orientations. The Shift Project will
continue working to foster an informed debate on these matters.
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Foreword
The Shift Project (TSP) is a young think tank. Its ambition is to address the implications of both
energy and climate change constraints in a wide scope of fields. From specific sectors such as
construction, agriculture or even finance, to governance issues at different scales
(Companies/Cities/Countries/Europe), our method of attack is to organize roundtables, prepared by
a working group of experts, in order to generate pragmatic conclusions and act as catalysts to boost
the transition to a “post-carbon” world. TSP funding is ensured thanks to the commitment of 7
major French companies from different sectors (Transport, Construction industry, Banking, etc.).
This report presents the double-degree thesis-work realized during a 5 month internship in The Shift
Project office in Paris, France. It focuses on one specific project at The Shift Project think tank, called
“Energy Scenarios Project”. A presentation of the whole structure and operative mode of the think
tank can be found in Annex 1.
All the results presented in this thesis work were produced by Léo Benichou under the supervision of
Cedric Ringenbach. Benoit Lemaignan and Olivier Rech (Carbone4 consultants) have brought support
and expert insights regularly. The whole “Energy Scenarios Project” is supervised by Jean-Marc
Jancovici (Carbone4 associate, President of The Shift Project) and occasionally by some members of
TSP Scientific Committee: Alain Grandjean and Pierre-René Bauquis.
I would like to address my special thanks to Cedric Ringenbach for his faultless implication in my
work, Semida Silveira for reviewing the thesis and providing useful comments, Benoît Lemaignan and
Olivier Rech for their expert support and Pauline Lehoux for her encouragements. I also acknowledge
The Shift Project for funding this research.
Any possible mistake in this report should not be attributed to shortcomings in the Shift Project or
the Scenario project as a whole but is my sole responsibility.

Chapter 1 – Background
1.1.

Motivation

All around the world, many institutions study the future of energy supply. Oil companies,
international organizations, research institutes or even independent consultants are building up
models and publishing data on future energy scenarios. The International Energy Agency (IEA) was
established in 1974 with a mandate to promote energy security amongst its members, namely the
states of the OECD. As a result, one can see the IEA as representing the economic interests of OECD
countries. On the other hand, OPEC represents the interests of Petroleum Exporting Countries, and
oil companies defend their own businesses. In between, independent experts, academic or NGOs
often take the responsibility of confronting human desires to the physical reality of our world, that is
to say finite fossil energy resources or climate change constraints.
Within all these divergent interests, it is clear that energy scenarios are different from each other,
contain one or more “messages” and reflect the interests of the institution producing them. The
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discrepancies between scenarios can be either qualitative or quantitative (political context
assumptions, models used, biased exogenous parameters such as price scenario or energy-mix
hypothesis, etc.).
Governments and policy makers rely on IEA scenarios (for instance) when they need long term
perspectives. Meanwhile, there is a strong need for awareness rising in the private sector. In fact, it
does not seem that companies use prospective energy analysis to help in long term decision making.
A possible interpretation is that the models used for scenarios production are very complex, the
communication made around them is blurry, and this leads to suspicion among companies.
By putting an effort into sorting out the essential information and bringing more transparency to
the processes and assumptions underlying energy scenarios, we want to motivate the private sector
to consider prospective thinking in their strategic analysis. The central motivation for this thesis
project is that the private sector and other decision makers understand the importance of the
energy constraints coming in the medium or long term and their influence on the global economy.
Providing tools to improve knowledge about energy scenarios will help users take advantage of
scenario studies and results. This will, in turn, help put emphasis on key issues influencing the global
energy agenda, how they may affect business and society and finally how different stakeholders and
decision makers should take them into account.

1.2.

Objectives

The main objective of the project is to increase transparency on energy scenarios publications and
raise awareness in the private sector regarding the future constraints coming from energy. We
propose to build an interactive, information platform containing all relevant data regarding energy
history and possible energy futures.
At the same time, there is a need for synthetic analysis of existing energy scenarios and critical view
on the assumptions and methods used to produce these scenarios. We therefore develop an
analytical framework in order to facilitate further analysis of publications related to energy scenarios.
This analytic tool contributes in building a deeper comprehension of energy scenarios enhancing
their transparency while also challenging their credibility.
The information platform is designed to be set online. It will be flexible enough so that a new
scenario coming in the global publications landscape can be included in the database. The idea is that
the analytical framework will be used extensively on an important number of different scenarios.
The deliverables of this thesis work address two different categories of recipients. The Data and
Scenarios Browser is dedicated to an informed-public, that is to say, it will take the form of a nonrestricted web diffusion. The second part is designed to be used internally by The Shift Project and
close collaborators.

1.3.

Method of attack

On the information platform side, the method of attack is to investigate energy related organizations
and possible publications in order to gather data. This is done at the country level for the whole
world in historical data, and at the world level for scenarios. The data collected has to be public and
8

explicit agreement to use them has to be obtained from the authors. At the same time, the data base
structure, graphs and navigation software solution have to be defined and implemented.
In order to build the analytic framework, the proposed task is to identify the main relevant indicators
that are representative for energy scenarios and evaluate the level of objectivity in these indicators.
The analytical framework will be tested on a small number of scenarios in order to evaluate its
effectiveness. The scenarios analyzed shall be representative of the most referenced publications or
the most recognized organizations (IEA for example, Miller 2010)
The methodological steps followed in the analysis are key to the results expected from this thesis
work and are provided in more detail in Chapter 3.

Chapter 2 – Definitions
2.1.

What is an energy scenario?

2.1.1. Energy Scenarios, forecast or futurology?
Futurology can be defined as “a discipline that proposes to build and represent possible forms of
organization and mutations that apply to a society in a far future, and propose to define long term
decisions and objectives for short and medium term previsions”. In this context, energy scenarios do
not represent visions that are as likely to realize as possible. They provide pictures that are
consistent with themselves in order to achieve a goal. Choosing a set of hypothesis coherent with a
desirable goal allows us to consider the effort to be done in order to reach the target. “Writing” an
energy scenario is really different from a prediction exercise. For example, it does not say how to
predict a crisis but is can help anticipating how to avoid or react to a crisis.
In other words, energy scenarios are not meant to be realistic images of the future. They extrapolate
trends under certain assumptions. They allow exploring the sustainability or coherence of policies.
They generally contain one or more “messages” and reflect the politics of the institution producing
them.
2.1.2. About energy models
We may wonder about the meaning of the data found in a scenario. We may have questions related
to what lies behind the energy system model generating the data. Connolly et al. (2009) proposed a
comprehensive set of definitions in order to review existing computer tools allowing renewable
energy integration analysis. These definitions summarized in Table 1 help understand the overall
landscape of energy models.
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Key
Simulation

Scenario

Equilibrium

Top-Down
Bottom-Up
OperationOptimization

Definition
Tool that simulates the operation of a given energy-system to supply a given set
of energy demands. Typically a simulation tool is operated in hourly time-steps
over a one-year-time-period.
Tool that usually combines a series of years into a long-term scenario. Typically
scenario tools function in time-steps of 1 year and combine such annual results
into a scenario of typically 20–50 years.
Equilibrium tool seeks to explain the behavior of supply, demand, and prices in
a whole economy or part of an economy (general or partial) with several or
many markets. It is often assumed that agents are price takers and that
equilibrium can be identified.
Macroeconomic tool using general macroeconomic data to determine growth in
energy prices and demands. Typically top-down tools are also equilibrium tools.
Tool that identifies and analyses the specific energy technologies and thereby
identifies investment options and alternatives.
Tools that optimize the operation of a given energy-system. Typically operation
optimization tools are also simulation tools optimizing the operation of a given
system
Table 1 – Definition of energy-systems modeling tools (Adapted from Connolly, 2009)

2.2.

Energy concepts

In order to avoid confusion or misleading consideration, it is really important to be clear about
energy definitions and physical units. This remains of a great importance at each step of the project:
data collection, analytics or modeling of energy system.
We decided to take the International Energy Agency methodology as a reference. In fact, it is often
used as a reference and this is probably because it is the more detailed, has an explicit methodology,
and is easily accessible. IEA (2004, 2010a)
The first distinction to be made is about the type of energy we are talking about. EDF R&D team
proposes the following:
-

Primary energy: describes energy resources naturally available such as fossil energies (Coal,
Oil, and Gas), wood, uranium, wind or solar energy.
Final energy: describes the energy delivered to the user, it is measured and billed at the
delivery point (gasoline for car, household electricity, city gas, etc.)
Useful energy: is a more conceptual approach, it is a view of the energy actually used by the
consumer to provide a service. It can be measured in heat, work, and mobility.

Figure 1 provides a schematic view of the energy supply chain according to the definition above. In
the scenarios we analyze, the focus is given to primary energy, transformation system and final
energy.
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Figure 1 – Energy supply chain schematic

2.3.

Limited resources

The main part of our energy sources today is made of non-renewable materials such as Oil, Coal and
Gas or Uranium used in nuclear reactors. In a context of strong population growth and increasing
energy demand, the question of potential resource scarcity is obvious.
If experts like geologists can build a picture of how much oil is left, the picture is much more blurry
for gas and coal. These estimations are really complex due to numerous factors affecting them. Some
of these factors are linked to the nature of the extraction technologies. For instance, enhanced oil
recovery techniques can increase the expected output of an existing field reserve. Some other factors
are more “physically” linked to the nature of the energy source itself, for example, here is an
interesting fact about coal resources. According to an expert of the scientific advisory board, PierreRené Bauquis, the sensitivity of the estimation of coal reserves is “physically” high. He says when one
shifts the minimal coal seam size taken into account for reserve estimation from 1 meter to 0.2
meter, the recoverable reserves are multiplied by 10!
Table 8 provides the estimation of non-renewable energy reserves and resources by BGR (2009).
Reserves are defined by BGR as “those quantities currently technologically and economically
recoverable” and resources as “both those demonstrated quantities that cannot be recovered at
current prices with current technologies but might be recoverable in the future and those that are
geologically possible but not demonstrated”.
In the oil supply analysis, an important definition is Ultimate Recoverable Reserves. They represent
the total amount of extracted oil when the exploitation ends, that is to say, the sum of cumulative
production (starting from the first oil extraction in 1859, proved reserves and additional reserves
(reserves reevaluation and yet to find).
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Fuel

Units

Crude oil
Natural gas
Conventional hydrocarbons
Oil sand/Extra heavy oil
Oil shale
Non-conventional oil
Tight gas
Coalbed methane
Aquifer gas
Gas hydrates
Non-conventional gas
Non-conventional
hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons total
Hard coal
Lignite
Coal total
Fossil fuels total
Uranium
Thorium
Nuclear fuels total
Non-renewable Fuels total

Gt
Tcm
Gtoe
Gt
Gt
Gtoe
Tcm
Tcm
Tcm
Tcm
Tcm
Gtoe

Reserves
(Cf. left column)
160
188
330
52
52
3
2
5
57

Resources
EJ
(Cf. left column)
6682 91
7137 239
13819 307
2183 190
119
2183 309
103
666
82
254
800
1000
184
2720
2368 2779

EJ
3785
9065
12850
7941
4966
12906
25312
9652
30400
38000
103364
116270

Gtoe
Gtce
Gtce
Gtce

387
616
106
722

Mt U
Mt Th

2
2

16187
18032
3095
21127
37313
725
908
1633
38946

129210
386226
49183
435409
564529
2654
996
6838
571368

3086
13178
1678
14856
6
2

Table 2 – Reserves and Resources of Non-Renewable Fuels at the End of 2008 (BGR, 2009)

But it is also interesting to mention that each and every line in Table 2 can be seen as the result of an
agreement or a compromise emerging from synthesis of many different estimates. For instance,
Figure 2 provides an idea of the range of different estimates regarding oil reserves. We note an
increasing relative consensus after the 70’s.

Figure 2 - Previous estimates of oil ultimate reserves (Babusiaux, 2007)
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Given that the consumption of a given stock of non-renewable energy source necessarily has a
maximum at a certain time, and has to decrease in the end, we expect renewable sources of energy
to take an increasingly important role in the future. However, the renewable energy potential
certainly has some limits too, in particular for hydropower and biomass1.

Chapter 3 – Methodology
In this chapter, we present the methodology aspects leading to the production of the information
platform so called “Energy data and Scenarios Browser” and the analytic framework for scenarios.
Data collection and processing and documentation leading to the Browser tool are presented first.
Then, the indicators of the analytic framework are described from a methodological point of view.
We present a classification of the indicators according to their estimated level of objectivity.

3.1.

Energy data and Scenarios Browser

The method of attack regarding data browser is to use a Business-Intelligence data-reporting tool
called QlikView in order to gather and provide the public with more data in a more user-friendly way.
The data browser interface takes form in three different graphs that are ready to be published
online:
-

Graph n°1: World Energy History (gathers primary energy statistics from 1900, by energy and
country)
Graph n°2: World Energy Scenarios (allows navigate different “all energies” scenarios, source
by source)
Graph n°3: One Energy Scenarios (allows comparing different sources on Oil production
scenarios for instance)

The resulting graphs are presented and their applications described in Chapter 4.
3.1.1. Data collection
The graphs are mainly based on public data bases, available online.
The main sources we used for “World Energy History” graph are International Energy Agency Data
(2008a), British Petroleum Statistical Review (2010) and Etemad et al. (1991) for data relative to
more ancient times. For the last data source, there has been a consequent digitalization work. The
authors gave their agreement and welcomed a wider diffusion of their results with enthusiasm.
Regarding the organizations that publish scenarios, they vary in the way they represent the energy
system. Some provide a complete overview of the energy system and their scenarios cover all energy
resources. Some others focus on one energy source only such as Oil or Wind Power, for example. It is
clear that a source providing data for all energies sometimes also provides a detailed liquids
production scenario. This is actually the case for IEA and US EIA in particular. On the same idea, a
1

Investigating the limits of these potentials has been identified by TSP as an interesting topic for prospective
analysis.
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source publishing a scenario covering the world level can also provide details for a given region or
country. For instance, IEA provides energy scenarios for the most important countries (Brazil, China,
India, Japan, Russia, and United-States). Table 1 shows an overview of the main energy scenarios
addressed at the moment.
Energy resource covered
All energies

Organizations
 International Energy Agency (2010b) - World Energy Outlook
scenarios
 US-DoE Energy Information Administration (2010) – International
Energy Outlook scenarios
 Shell (2008) – Energy scenarios to 2050
 Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (2010) – World
Oil Outlook scenario
 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2000) – Special
Report on Emission Scenarios

Coal



Oil



Wind



Energy Watching group (2007) – Coal Resources and Future
Production
UK Energy Research Center (2009) – Global Oil Depletion
(gathering many other sources)
Global Wind Energy Council (2010) – Global Wind Energy report

Table 3 – Overview of World-level Scenario data sources

3.1.2. Data processing
The technical data workflow allowing bringing the original data to the browser is described in Figure
3.
In order to feed and keep the portal database up to date, the data structure has to be flexible
enough. The following figure shows a sketch of the data workflow applied from source files to
QlikView navigation.

Figure 3 – Data workflow

It is crucial that the whole information chain is kept transparent. Given that, traceability in the origin
of the data, selections and modifications applied has to be faultless. The tool used to document all
manipulations performed on data is based on a Wiki collaborative format. The wiki pages allow to
organise redirections links, original documents and other additional information regarding all sources
used in the data portal. In addition, conversion factors used for calculations are stored in a central
14

cluster (.xls file) and all Work files are connected to this one. In this way, if a factor has to be
changed, this can be done in only one place and the whole database updated in a short time.
The database structure is represented in Figure 4 and, at the present time, it contains more than 167
000 records.

Figure 4 – Database structure

3.2.

Analytic framework

Elaboration of the analytic framework often consists of setting calculation paths and gathering the
side data input necessary to carry out these calculations. The methodology relative to these
calculation schemes can be described according to the nature of the indicators or so called ‘outputs’
of the framework. They differ on the level of objectivity that that we can attribute to the process
leading to the results. . Table 4 describes the grading scale for the “Nature of output” dimension.

Light
Medium
Heavy
FFF (Far From Facts)

LEGEND – Nature of the work involved
If present in the publications, the information needs simple extraction
The information needs light calculation / comparison / transformation
The construction of the output requires a synthesis from other documentation
sources or a deep analysis of the text content of a document
The method employed to compile an output of the analytic framework
involves TSP, the selected hypothesis and the approach itself could be judged
one-sided.
Table 4 – Grading scale for “Nature of output” ranking dimension

Table 5 shows an overview list of the framework indicators and provides a multidimensional ranking
of the outputs considered. This ranking was summarized in order to be able to prioritize the tasks for
an analysis to be made within a (short) given timespan.
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HIERARCHIZATION
CRITERIA →

INDICATOR / ANALYTIC OUTPUT ↓

Value
added,
Accuracy/
interesting estimated
info.
"meaning"

Associated
workload
level
SUM

NATURE OF THE OUTPUT
3 HIGH
↓
(dominant
VALUE, 1 3 HIGH, 1
nature of involved work
NOT that rule of
see legend)
important THUMB

Careful ! 3
for LOW, 1
for HIGH
SUM

FIRST ANALYSIS / Mainly objective information
Oil
Ultimate recoverable oil reserves taken into account by the source
Production levels at certain milestones in time
Barrel price scenario assumed by the source
Alternatives to conventional oil considered
Associated investment levels
Gas
Reserves taken into account
Production levels at certain milestones in time
non-conventional gas/total gas ratio
Charbon
Reserves taken into account
Production levels at certain milestones in time
coal quality ratio ("bad quality coal"/total coal)
Electricity
World Production (TWh)
Electricity production primary mix
Energy related Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Cumulated emissions at the term of the scenario

Light
Light
Light
Heavy
Heavy

3
3
3
2
2

3
3
3
1
1

3
3
3
2
2

9
9
9
5
5

Light
Light
Medium

3
3
3

3
3
1

1
3
2

7
9
6

Light
Light
Heavy

3
3
2

1
3
1

1
2
3

5
8
6

Light
Heavy

3
3

2
1

3
1

8
5

Medium

3

3

3
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MORE ELABORATED ANALYSIS / more arbitraty approaches and hypothesis needed
Energy System and Infrastructure
Number of power stations (Coal, Gas, Oil, …)
Detailed for each technology (Gas Combined Cycle, pulverized
coal, fluidized bed …)
Number of nuclear power stations
Detailed for each technology
Installed hydropower capacity
Number of Biomass-fired power stations
Number of wind turbines
Number of CSP stations, PV area
Capacity factors for all power stations technologies
Production/refinery/transport for energy infrastructures
Biomass productive land requirement for energy supply
Biomass yield levels
Biomass transformation process efficiency
Investissements
For production infrastructures (capacity requirements x $/capa.)
detailed for every technologies
"One-step-back" analysis
Atmospheric CO2eq concentration and corresponding mean
temperature elevation in 2100 (Extrapolation using SRES scenarios)
Conv. Oil : production/reserves confrontation (internal coherence)
Energy infrastructure evolution rythm
put in perspective with current dynamics

Heavy

3

3

2

8

Heavy
Medium
Heavy
Medium
Heavy
Medium
Medium
Medium
FFF
FFF
Medium
Heavy

2
3
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
3
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1

1
2
1
3
3
3
2
3
2
1
1
1

5
8
5
9
9
9
6
7
6
5
4
4

FFF
FFF

3
2

2
2

1
1

6
5

FFF
FFF
FFF
Heavy

2
3
3
3

1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1

4
5
5
6

Table 5 – Ranking of the outputs of a potential analytic framework

3.2.1. Objective indicators
Objective indicators mainly consist of extracting a number from the publication or even simpler,
stating whether the information is present or not in the document. This kind of analytic output can
be really valuable because its validity is very high, in other words, this kind of argument has a strong
power of persuasion because we one can explain in a simple way where it comes from: transparency
helps bring confidence.
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3.2.2. More elaborated indicators
When simple operations are made on numbers coming from the same publication, the analysis can
be considered quite objective as well. At some points, we need to cross information which may come
from different publications or were published by different organizations. In this case, we apply full
transparency on the values used, where they come from and when possible, make calculations with
ranges instead of single values.
3.2.3. Even more elaborated analysis – ‘Far From Facts’
This last type of analysis can be compared to a more literary argumentation. They are still based on
numbers and rational demonstrations but they include a high number of hypotheses or an
unavoidable bias in the modeling process. In fact building or choosing a model among several can
never be considered anodyne. There is always an intention or an opinion involved. At that stage, the
transparency in hypothesis selection or model building is crucial.2

Chapter 4 – Applications
4.1.

Data and scenario browser

4.1.1. World Energy History graph
When one tries to understand possible energy supply futures, the first natural step is to make sure
one has the basic understanding of what happened in the past. For example, how did the recent past
years look like in terms of energy mix? Providing long term historical energy data helps putting in
perspective the long term issues underlying in resource constraints and future energy supply.

Figure 5 – World Primary Energy Production 1900-2007 (data: Etemad et al. 1991, IEA 2008a)

Figure 5 shows World primary energy production history, from 1900 to 2007. QlikView allows the
user to navigate Energy Taxonomy by “drilling down” (see Figure 6), view data at the level of a
country and show production or consumption figures.

2

Even more important, but not included within the scope of the thesis, is the communication made on such
indicators. The identified level in objectivity has to be mentioned aside to the results or arguments.
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Figure 6 – Energy taxonomy for historical data

Of course, not all statistics are available at any date, there was no solar PV in 1903! The
disaggregation level of energy taxonomy also varies in time, for instance, the detail in different
qualities of coal is not available in Etemad et al (1991) data.
To give an idea of the power of QlikView tool, an example of utilization would be to select ‘Oil’ and
‘Production’ and then browse countries to visualize which ones have already passed their peak.3
United-States oil production visualized in the QlikView interface is shown in figure 7; we can notice a
peak in 1973.

3

On the next step of the Energy scenarios project, another graph is proposed based on historical data.
Confrontation between energy production and consumption historical statistics at a country level will show the
exportation power or the import dependence on the other side
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Figure 7 – Oil production statistics from 1900

4.1.2. World and One Energy Scenarios graphs
The scenarios graphs in the QlikView browser contain only information at the world level. Thus, there
is no difference between production and consumption data while it was essential for historical
statistics. To be precise, from one year to another, some energy stocks could present a variation
which would be theoretically the difference between annual production and consumption but the
amounts at stake are insignificant regarding the order of magnitude of production levels and the
“meaningful digit” in such prospective exercises.

Figure 8 – Shell Blueprint scenario to 2050

Figure 8 shows QlikView “World Energy Scenario” graph, the user can select different sources
scenarios on the left hand side and also “drill down” in energy detail. The blue button provides direct
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access to the documentation Wiki where all information regarding traceability of data is gathered. If
the user wants to compare production levels of the same energy between different scenarios, the
graph “One Energy Scenarios” provides an answer. Figure 9 shows the Graph for Oil.

Figure 9 – Oil scenarios graph

The main value added in this last graph is that the user can identify really quickly the relative
positions of different scenarios. Some of the oil scenarios presented in figure 8 appear rather
pessimistic while some other are more optimistic on the production level. Another interesting aspect
is to note the wide variety of scenarios. All the scenarios together give a rather homogeneous
spread! This is crucial information that one cannot have while looking at one scenario only.

4.2. Selection of framework indicators – Critical analysis to more
transparency
Within the time allocated for the thesis project, I carried out an extensive study of the last IEA
scenario. This was an occasion for testing the analytic framework. On some of the outputs, other
scenarios have been analyzed as well. Here, I present some insights in five particular analytic outputs
in order to show the new perspectives they provide on energy scenarios and how this kind of
analysis contributes to increasing transparency on the scenarios underlying assumptions or
elaboration processes.
4.2.1. Scenario qualitative definition – The IEA New Policies Scenario example
International Energy Agency scenarios are published in the World Energy Outlook on an annual basis
since 1993. This publication can be considered as the most important since it is an international
organization that oversees national energy agencies, in terms of statistical and technological
information collection potency. Since it is much used as a reference for policy makers and very
frequently cited, we decided that IEA scenarios were the first to be analysed.
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It is interesting to identify the few lines in a publication (here World Energy Outlook 2010 (IEA,
2010b)) that qualify the political background associated to a scenario. The policy context scenario
gives meaning to the figures, these lines are almost as important as the figures themselves. The IEA
New Policies scenario comes with a clear message regarding policy context.
IEA (2010b) recently introduced a new scenario category. Usually, there were two scenarios. The
“Reference scenario” also called “Business As Usual” (BAU) proposes a possible evolution of World
energy system under current policy and regulation system without major change in the development
paradigms (“only policies already formally adopted and implemented are taken into account”). The
“450 ppm scenario” shows a possible path to follow if we want to achieve a stabilization of
greenhouse gas concentration of 450 ppm CO2 equivalent (consistent with a 2°C increase of global
mean temperature). The New Policies Scenario lies in the middle, “*it+ assumes the introduction of
new measures (but on a relatively cautious basis) to implement the broad policy commitments that
have already been announced, including national pledges to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions and,
in certain countries, plans to phase out fossil energy subsidies.”.
4.2.2. Oil reserves issues
As we mentioned in the methodology section: the simpler the calculation method, the more
convincing the result. On this idea, important information is: “Do a publication proposing oil supply
scenario give a value for ultimate recoverable reserves?”. For example, USEIAs (2010) does not
mention any value for Ultimate Recoverable Oil Resources. This gives a very objective and interesting
information about the credit this organization gives to physical constraint on future oil supply. Even
more surprising, OPEC (2009) states: “The approach does not thereby assume that the resource base
is sufficient to satisfy expected world oil demand growth: it is a result of the methodology
employed.” This remark sounds almost cynical!
In the same topic, we developed a methodology in order to assess the credibility of an oil production
scenario regarding the constraint of finite oil reserves, the details are described in Annex 4. 4 In short,
we want to evaluate if the conventional oil production levels proposed in a given scenario are
realistic regarding the constraint of ultimate recoverable reserves. With the help of three different
calculation methods, we determine minimal implicit values for ultimate recoverable reserves
(conventional oil), that is to say a minimal amount of oil reserve necessary for the scenario to be
realized in the future. We then compare this to the reference reserves values around which there is
relative consensus among geologists experts. According to the first results obtained, the analyzed
scenario seemed rather optimistic in the production levels they propose in a series of scenarios: (IEA
World Energy Outlook 2009 Reference scenario (IEA, 2009), USEIA International Energy Outlook 2010
Reference scenario (USEIA, 2010), OPEC World Oil Outlook 2009 (OPEC, 2009) and IEA WEO New
Policies scenario (IEA, 2010b)).
4.2.3. Oil price assumptions
Energy prices are often taken as exogenous parameters for energy market models. This information
is essential to analyze a production scenario. As for reserves, the first level of analysis is to see
whether the oil price assumption is made explicit in the publication. A scenario not publishing oil
4

The methodology was presented to the oil expert of our scientific board, Pierre René Bauquis, He judges that
the methodology still needs some improvements.
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price scenario hypothesis might lose in credibility. In fact, the exploitation of certain fossil
hydrocarbon reserves become economically viable only if the energy price lies over certain
thresholds. Figure 10 shows the potential reserves for fossil liquid fuel versus cost of production.

Figure 10 – Long-term oil-supply cost curve (IEA, 2008c)

The lower the price of energy taken as hypothesis, the lower the realized production level will be.
This can be seen in figure 11 for the Oil case in IEA World Energy Outlook 2010. The left the graph
shows three oil price scenarios and the right graph shows corresponding oil production levels.

Figure 11 – IEA crude oil import price (left) and World oil demand (right) in three scenarios (IEA, 2010b)

4.2.4. Power generation capacity factors – How to read between lines?
For a scenario providing both power supply installed capacity and electricity production, it is possible
to calculate underlying assumptions regarding capacity factors. USEIA (2010) is providing this data
and the results of this calculation show rather optimistic projections compared to current
technology performance.
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Figure 12 – Capacity factors evolution in Reference scenario (Adapted from US EIA, 2010)

As it can be seen in Figure 12, where 2007 data gives a picture of current realized capacity factors,
values are jumping in 2015. In this period of time, capacity factor values are assumed to grow from
20% to 28% for wind power, from 72% to 80% in geothermal power stations, from 9% to 24% for
solar power and from 61% to 73% for all other renewable power sources. The value shift in solar can
be explained by an increase in the proportion of CSP plants (Concentrated Solar Power), which
current capacity factors are higher than the ones for PV (Photovoltaic). Still, the values evolution
seems also quite optimistic for the IEA New Policies scenario, see Figure 13.

Figure 13 – Capacity factors evolution in the New Policies scenario (IEA, 2010b)
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4.2.4. Economic evaluations
In order to compare “all-energies” scenarios on an economic basis, it is interesting to calculate an
indicator of investment requirements associated to a given energy supply infrastructure. For
instance, Table 6 shows great disparities in capital costs associated to different technologies in the
power sector. Other important information presented in this graph is that capital costs do decrease
in time (learning curve, technological improvements, mass commercialization, etc.).

Onshore wind
Offshore wind
Photovoltaics (PV)
Concentrated Solar
Thermal
Biomass integrated
gasifier/combined cycle
(BIG/CC)
Integrated Gasification
Combined Cycle (IGCC)
CO2 capture and storage
(CCS)
Nuclear III+
Nuclear IV

Current inv.
Cost
(USD/kW)
1200
2600
5500

Learning
rate (%)
7
9
18

Estimated
commercialization
under ACT map
2020-2025
2030-2035
2030-2035

Cost target to
commercializatio
n (US$/kW)
900
1600
1900

4500

10

Not commercial

1500

2 500

5

Not commercial

2000

1800

3

2030-2035

1400

750

3

Post-2050

600

2 600
2 500

3
5

2025
Post-2050

2100
2000

Table 6 – Learning rates and investment costs for power generation technologies (IEA, 2008b)

Assuming we have access to a complete dataset of capital costs, calculating the capital investment
requirements over a certain period of time (2010-2030 for instance) requires the development of a
model in order to describe the evolution of the energy infrastructure. The input data or hypothesis
for this model would be: current age of installation, life expectancy of infrastructure and project
development/construction time requirements.
International Energy Agency (2010b) provides a rather detailed overview of the cumulative
investment required to achieve an evolution of the energy supply system consistent with the
demand scenario proposed. Table 7 shows the repartition of cumulative investment in energy supply
infrastructure over the 2010-2035 period between the different regions of the world and the
different energy sectors.
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Coal Oil

Gas

Power Biofuels Total

OECD

201

1811 2875

6477

211

11574

North America

110

1358 1746

2777

120

6111

Europe

34

373

751

2730

86

3974

Pacific

57

80

378

970

5

1490

Non-OECD

474

6001 4152

10130

124

20881

E. Europe/Eurasia

47

1270 1213

1073

5

3608

20

676

792

570

1

2060

375

904

1136

7197

62

9673

China

263

475

360

4000

32

5130

India

Russia
Asia

56

207

216

1883

17

2380

Middle East

1

965

586

597

0

2149

Africa

34

1313

764

559

3

2674

Latin America

16

1549

452

704

54

2776

Inter-regional transport

46

241

74

n.a

n.a

361

World

721

8053 7101

16606

335

32816

Table 7 – Cumulative investment in energy-supply infrastructure in the New Policies Scenario, 2010-2035 (billion $ in
year-2009 dollars) (IEA, 2010b)

These figures must be taken with a lot of caution. In fact, they can reflect different calculation
perimeters (boundary of the system considered as a base for the economic evaluation). For instance,
in the beginning of November, International Energy Agency announced “the failure at Copenhagen
has cost us at least $1 trillion…” (IEA, 2010c). This measures additional “business investment and
consumer spending” in low-carbon energy technologies in order to accelerate cuts in emissions
after 2020. In fact, slower change in energy supply and energy use in the coming decade does not
help to move in the good direction. This additional cost over the 2010-2030 period have been
calculated on a “business investment and consumer spending” basis which is rather different from
the mere capital expenditure investment in energy-supply infrastructure.
Even within the scope of cumulative investment for the energy supply infrastructure additions
required over a given period of time, different perimeters can appear. To give an example, we can
take the power generation sector. Table 7 mentions 16600 billion USD’09 in power infrastructure
investment required over 2010-2035 period of time (IEA, 2010b). It is important to notice that the
generation facilities and installations represent less than 60% of this cost, the rest of the investment
being split between transportation system for one third and distribution system for two thirds
approximately (IEA, 2010b). In order to be able to apply this type of calculation to other scenarios
we repeated the calculation. Insights in the data used and methodology applied can be found in
Annex 2.
Table 8 shows the results obtained with the IEA 2010 New policies scenario.
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Objective Data, given in publication
billion USD’09 (IEA, 2010b)

TSP calculation, billion USD’10 *

6288

2400

545

715

9634

13000 (at 2010 marginal costs**)
9500 (at 2050 marginal costs**)

Conventional oil production
infrastructure
Unconventional oil
production infrastructure
Power generation facilities
(new plants)

Table 8 – Cumulative investment in world energy supply infrastructure required over the 2010-2035 period in the New
policies Scenario (IEA, 2010b)

* see Annex 2 for calculation details
** marginal costs specific to each generation technology are sourced in Energy Technology
Perspectives (IEA, 2010d).
The results obtained with TSP calculations are quite divergent from IEA ones. Such a difference in the
oil production infrastructure is not so surprising, the data used as input as well as the calculation
method are subject to big uncertainties. On the power sector, it sounds more like an issue. Almost all
data comes from IEA and the capacity additions requirements are given with a great level of detail.
Either marginal generation facilities costs have been evaluated in an optimistic way or we missed a
subtlety in the IEA calculation method.
In conclusion, regarding overall cost calculations, the methods used by IEA are not explicit in the
World Energy Outlook (2010b). By “reverse engineering” the calculation, we found out the figures do
not seem as precise as they look (no sensitivity analysis or uncertainty qualification). In the field of
power generation infrastructure, there could be an issue to be clarified about the coherence
between figures presented in two different IEA publications (2010b, 2010d). In the field of fossil fuels
production, there is a need for more transparency in the cost calculation process and the input data
used to make it.
4.2.5. Greenhouse Gas emissions analysis
The time scales at stake for climate change are longer than the time horizons taken by scenarios.
However, IEA (2009) uses an interesting methodology in order to draw the global path taken by their
scenario. In fact, they extrapolate their scenario, which time horizon stops in 2030, with a group of
scenarios from the IPCC SRES report (Special Report on Emissions Scenarios) (2000). This allow the
IEA to say, “the world [is about to be] following the 1 000 ppm trajectory” and then discuss on the
consequences of a 4 to 6°C temperature rise in 2100 relaying IPCC conclusions. Figure 14 shows the
Reference scenario of World Energy Outlook and a range from 5 IPCC emissions scenarios (IEA,
2009).
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Figure 14 - Comparison of Reference Scenario emissions trajectory with relevant studies assessed by the IPCC (IEA, 2009)

Since the methodology applied by IEA in order to select the five scenarios is not explicit, we had to
develop our own process. We decided to build a filter based on the annual emissions of year 2030 in
the reference scenario. The detailed methodology is explained in Annex 3, it gave results consistent
with the IEA (2009). This work has been performed for the 6 “all-energies” scenarios currently
present in the data portal5, results are summarized in table 9. In short, it represents an extrapolation
for 2100 and after regarding the long term emissions trajectory taken by a scenario (covering 2030
or 2050 only).
Scenario

Selected median SRES
scenario

Corresponding
global average
temperature
increase (°C)

A1 V2 MINICAM
B2 IMAGE
A1 V1 MINICAM
A1T AIM
A1 V1 MINICAM

Emission path
consistent with a
stabilization
concentration (ppm
CO2)
660 – 790
570 – 660
570 – 660
485 – 570
570 – 660

IEA WEO 2009 - BAU
US-EAI-IEO2010-Ref
Shell - Scramble
Shell - Blueprint
OPEC 2009 - All
energies
IEA WEO 2010 – New
policies scenario

B2 MINICAM

570 – 660

4.0 – 4.9

4.9 – 6.1
4.0 – 4.9
4.0 – 4.9
3.2 – 4.0
4.0 – 4.9

Table 9 – Extrapolation of greenhouse gas emissions trajectories for six “all-energies” scenarios (TSP analysis based on
IPCC (2000, 2007).

In short, the method employed takes numerous steps among which some can be discussed but the
result of showing these figures together has a strong pedagogic impact. That is why we decided to
present the results of this extrapolation method. Furthermore, this analysis gave us the opportunity
of producing a “reverse engineering” study of IEA (2009) calculation. As we explain it in detail in
Annex 3, it seems that we might have either pointed out a fault in IEA reasoning or a point at which
IPCC vocabulary is not clear.6
5

www.tsp-data-portal.org

6

TSP plans to submit this question to the IPCC members of the Scientific Board soon.
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Chapter 5 – Conclusions
5.1.

Key contributions

The main axis for The Shift Project consists in raising awareness about fossil fuel depletion and the
implied constraints on the development of future economic activities. We have seen that the issue
requires a global vision to be convincing – one that is fully understood. Uncertainty increases in
space, that means world-wide perspective, and in time, that means century scale. Through the
“Energy data and scenario browser” produced in this thesis work, these two perspectives have been
aggregated. Energy statistics from year 1900 have been collected digitalized and made available to
a broad public. On the other hand, energy scenarios published by various organizations have been
collected and aggregated in a common visualization framework. This presentation gives a unique
overview on the whole ‘scenarios landscape’ from the most pessimistic to the most optimistic ones
regarding possible future energy supply.
An analytic framework for energy scenarios have been produced and have already started raising
some new questions on the reliability of existing energy scenarios. This new analysis brings a better
understanding of published scenarios by questioning their credibility and increasing transparency
in their meaning. Several indicators contribute to this goal. We have made clear that an energy
scenario makes sense in a society context: thus “political context picture” and economic context
(price scenarios) are important outputs of the analysis. We have produced methods in order to
confront scenarios to the limited nature of fossil energy resources, in particular in the oil sector. We
have emphasized some underlying assumptions making them explicit: for example of capacity factors
increasing in the power production sector. Finally, we give a long term perspective on the
greenhouse gas emission path taken by some scenarios.
In the end, we provide operational information material for people taking part in energy and climate
discussion. “A model or calculated result can never be better than the data they rely upon” (Höök,
2010). We want to provide transparent material and filters in this wide information base for people
who need to choose an energy scenario or need to understand them globally in order to ask relevant
questions.

5.2.

Following steps

The contribution of the thesis work is part of a larger effort that will continue within The Shift
Project. The next steps of the scenarios project are presented in the following section.
5.2.1. Comparing energy scenarios applying the analytic framework produced
After having developed an analytic framework for energy scenarios and tested it on a few
publications, the task is to carry out the analysis of an extensive list of scenarios. The
communication made on the results of such an analysis will be the crucial point. In general, the
results will consist in a comparison between different scenarios; but one some parts, the specific
approach or insights given by particular publication will be analyzed. In a future publication,
particular attention will be given to the “objectivity level” associated to the information presented. It
is very important that the reader can differentiate what is direct transposition of facts presented in
the publication and what is the result of a TSP analysis.
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5.2.3. Energy demand modeling – Initiating sectorial discussion
TSP plans to build an autonomous energy demand scenario being the sum of detailed and sectorial
demand scenarios reflecting wishes or intentions of economic stakeholders. On the pragmatic side,
this means a work consisting of: identification of sector representatives, interviews, etc. The
questions to be answered in this task would be:
-

What kind of growth (in $) do you plan for your business/sector?
What kind of energy intensity improvements do you plan?
What are you electricity/oil/gas price assumptions for the coming 10/20 years?
Do you have any mean of evaluating the potential impacts a strong energy price rise could
have on your business?

Even if the resulting data is not complete enough to cover the whole demand at the French level, this
enterprise could have two main benefits: help TSP identify key stakeholders groups representatives
and raise awareness about the energy constraint.
The idea of developing an autonomous energy demand model comes from the concept developed by
Bernard Rogeaux at EDF R&D. He used to build pictures based on tendential energy demand and
physically constrained supply in order to show “virtual shortages” of liquids and energy appearing in
the future. Depending on the different hypothesis selected, the gaps appear between 2030 and 2050
(see Figure 15).

Figure 15 – Tendential energy demand compared to physically constrained energy supply, adapted from Rogeaux (2007)

Following this conceptual uncoupling between supply and demand, the last step in the scenario
project consists in developing a double energy system model (one for an ‘economic-driven’
demand and one for a ‘physically-constrained’ supply. The angle of attack to settle the tool
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specifications from the future user experience was to think of the questions we would like the tool to
answer. Here is a sample:




5.3.

What is the potential for wood as space heating medium in France or Europe?
If airline companies want to double traffic by 2030, will there be sufficient fuel for that?
Can electric or natural gas fueled car significantly lighten the pressure on oil resource by
2030?

Towards a Shift in the energy sector

As we presented in the previous section, one of the main objectives of the modeling approach is to
raise awareness in the private sector and to initiate constructive discussions with a broader
community. This is an important part of the mission TSP has defined; apart from the direct benefits
we expect from this discussion, it can lead to some lobbying action in order to promote pieces of
legislation that will accelerate the transition to a low-carbon economy.
5.3.1. Energy infrastructure dynamics
When we look at an ambitious scenario and take a step back to consider its feasibility, there are
mainly three issues. The capital raising capability in order to cover the cumulative investment
needed in the energy system is essential. There are also technical issues to be addressed (from
market penetration of an innovative technology to industrial development increasing energy
infrastructure production capacity). The third aspect is made of what can be called the political
incentive and regulation landscape.
In order to question the feasibility of a certain scenario, it is interesting to compare a required or
targeted evolution of the energy infrastructure to current rates of evolution or historical technology
penetration curves. An example in electricity production infrastructure is given by China wind power
sector which development over the last few years exceeded all expectations. In 2006 the installed
capacity target was 30 GW by 2020. It seems that the target might be reached in 2012, 8 years ahead
of schedule! Now the objective has been doubled and the installed capacity in 2020 is likely to reach
100 GW. This wind power boom can be attributed to strong encouragements from government
policy including, wind power price regulation in order to send a clear signal to the market, tax
incentives and subsidies (WorldWatch Institute, 2008).
Within the next steps of the scenarios project, TSP will synthetize expertise in the field of
infrastructure evolution dynamics and confront these concepts to demand scenarios. From this
comparison, we will emphasize the need for policy incentive, identify desirable regulations signals,
suggest and carry pieces of legislation.
5.3.2. Demand side reduction and resilience
Resilience can be defined as “the capacity of a human society or smaller organization level to
overcome pitfalls”. By bringing the light on some future constraints to come, mainly visible in energy
prices for individual companies, we want to convince the private sector to rethink its dependence on
cheap fossil-based energy and reduce its consumption. Sure the future is uncertain, but we know
some technical solutions are certainly more resilient than others; some strategic orientations for
companies will prove themselves more sustainable and thus provide better consistency with the
finite nature of our natural energy resources.
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Annexes
Annex 1 - Presentation of the structure: The Shift Project (TSP, 2010)
Made up of a team and a multi-disciplinary network, this independent organism debates on
propositions backed by actions or measures to manage the transition to a “post-carbon” world.
In practical terms, these propositions are the result of studies or economic and scientific summaries
on the themes of climate and energy, with a pragmatic and concrete approach, giving priority to the
laws of physics over human desire. This implies notably the development of strong skills in the field
of physical models, often better tools for economic forecasting than the economic models
themselves calibrated on the past (as an illustration, the analysis of physical flux proves the economic
crisis that began in 2008 to be logical).
The Shift Project is an innovative entity interfacing between industries, the academic world, civil
society, institutions and public authorities.

TSP proposes to analyze solutions for the transition to the post-fossil era by defining the realm of
physical constraints and resulting possibilities. The idea is to suggest critical paths for the
implementation of these solutions on a worldwide and major bloc scale, as well as on a microeconomic scale from the perspective of citizens and consumers.
The institute will facilitate extensive scientific and economic collaboration based on diverse skills and
existing initiatives, by encouraging mutual understanding between the diverse fields of expertise and
by building a collaborative network on an international scale.
TSP’s goal is to feed consensus decision-making and processes by sharing output with decisionmakers and public opinion (in English & French), by the step-by-step building of a clear, visible and
independent position, based on transparency and an “open source” approach and by ensuring
faultless traceability of its findings.
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Two global issues to be addressed (TSP, 2010)
Energy constraint
As hydrocarbons stocks are limited, their rhythm of extraction will peak and then decline. Experts
predict that for oil (1/3 of the world’s energy), the peak will take place between 2010 and 2020 and
for gas (1/5 of the world’s energy) the peak will take place around 2025.
Hirsch (2005) recommends that we anticipate the shortage of liquid hydrocarbons 20 years in
advance; otherwise we will expose our economy to irreversible consequences. Not only are we 10 to
20 years late, but the majority of our economic and political decision-makers still do not seem to
understand the gravity of the situation.
Climate Change
In order to restrict global warming to limits compatible with the survival of ecosystems (a goal that
for the time being has been translated by an increase limited to +2°C in comparison with the preindustrial era), world Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions must be reduced in the following
proportions: initiate the decrease before 2015 and divide the emissions by 2 to 3 between now and
2050.
In practice, this means exploiting only the oil and gas that has already been discovered and as soon
as possible, limiting the use of coal to plants equipped with carbon capture and storage mechanisms.
Europe has committed to reducing its emissions by 20% to 30% before 2020 and the United Kingdom
and the United States by factor 5 before 2050. In emerging countries, encouraging first steps have
been noted: reduction for Indonesia, carbon intensity reduction in China.
The mechanisms put in place until now have proven the efficiency of an explicit carbon price in
regulating emissions, whether it take the form of a quota or a tax.
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Annex 2 - Cumulative investment in energy supply infrastructure
International Energy Agency provides a rather detailed overview of the cumulative investment
required to achieve an evolution of the energy supply system consistent with the demand scenario
proposed, see Table 5. In order to be able to apply a common calculation method to other scenarios,
we started gathering the basic cost data and recalculated some parts that were accessible.
Basically, the cost calculation is a product of the capacity requirement by the marginal cost. We
decide to do the calculation without actualization, that is to say, we sum up overnight expenses
realized on the year the production or transformation facility starts operating. In a first approach, we
also neglect marginal cost evolutions within the time period considered. This does not prevent from
doing sensitivity analysis when relevant. One last hypothesis is that we do not take into account
currency value change (we take constant dollars, like USD’2010 for instance).
As mentioned in the report, the capacity infrastructure requirements can be the results of a model
taking into account current age of installation, life expectancy of infrastructure and project
development/construction time requirements. The exhaust level of the resource being produced by a
particular production infrastructure can also be taken into account if the model needs to be refined.
Transport and distribution are a bit tougher to model since they result from the geographic gap
between production and consumption.
Regarding data availability, on the marginal costs, power sector is quite transparent on generation
facilities, the data left to be found concern the Transmission and Distribution part. Oil and Gas
industries are more protective. The following tables show the calculation details for Oil supply
infrastructure and new plants in power generation sector.
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Capacity additions requirements are analyzed in detail in the World Energy Outlook 2010 for power
generation, this is not necessarily the case, in particular in the fossil fuel production sectors.

Details regarding power generation costs according to IEA Energy Technology Perspectives 2010 :
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Annex 3 - Extrapolation of emission scenarios
This section details the method applied to extrapolate a scenario covering all fossil energy sources in
order to establish an emission trajectory or path to 2100. TSP developed this methodology taking
inspiration from the graph presented in IEA (2009) presented in the “Greenhouse Gas Emission
Analysis” section in the report.
We start with a database containing all scenarios of the IPCC (2000) special report. The 40 scenarios
cover a wide array of possible anthropogenic GHG emissions futures as it can be seen in the following
chart.

On the other hand, we have an ”all-energies” scenario that goes on until 2030 for instance. Based on
the following emission factors, and on the primary consumptions of oil, coal and gas, we calculate
Primary energy
Coal (average)
Oil
Natural gas

Emission factor (tCO2/toe)
4.12
3.04
2.39

Emissions factors applied to primary energy sources, ADEME (2007), Bilan Carbone, Guide des facteurs d’émission

Then, we select a group of 5 or 6 SRES scenarios that present similar annual emission value for 2030.
In practice, we select SRES scenarios which emissions level in 2030 are contained within a certain
range around the value of the reference scenario we want to extrapolate, the size of this range being
adjusted in order to select the required number of SRES scenarios (that is to say 5 if possible, 6
either).
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So, we can base our extrapolation on the median scenario. In this particular example, this would be
the “A1V2 MINICAM” scenario. We can then run MAGICC 5.3, which runs a Global Climate Model.
This associates a concentration curve to the selected emission scenarios.

As we could understand, from doing it as IEA suggested, the concentration in 2100 is interpreted as a
“stabilization level” which sounds like a shortcut because the concentration is clearly not stabilized in
that case but which is also a convenient way of concluding something even if the story goes on after
2100! The last lever to be used is the classification of emission trajectories given in IPCC (2007),
Assessment report 4, Synthesis Report.
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In conclusion, the IEA WEO 2009 reference scenario gives an emission trajectory consistent with
concentration stabilization at 660-790 ppm of CO2, 855-1130 ppm of CO2 equivalent, that is to say a
4.9 to 6.1 °C average temperature increase compared to “pre-insustrial equilibrium”.
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Annex 4 - Analytic framework for Conventional Oil production scenarios
This part is explaining the approach applied by TSP in order to assess the internal coherence of
conventional oil production scenarios (IEA, USEIA & OPEC) with ultimate recoverable reserves.
Here comes a summary of a 7 page note wrote out in french in order to ensure full transparency on
the process applied. This note was submitted to Pierre René Bauquis, Oil expert in TSP Scientific
Committee. The results obtained are not satisfactory yet and the methodology is still in progress.
Objective: Perform a confrontation between the conventional oil production rhythm given by a
scenario and the ultimate recoverable reserves.
Definitions:
conventional oil = crude oil + natural gas liquids
Ultimate recoverable reserves = URR = cumulative production + proven reserves + additional
reserves (reserves growth + yet-to-find)
Introduction:
We propose three methods in order to assess what are the implicit URR associated to an oil
production scenario so it can be realized. UKERC (2009) in Technical report 5 suggests “A variety of
methods may be used to estimate URR *…+ from a single well to the entire world. *…+ As with the URR
estimates themselves, the relative merit of these different methods is the subject of intense and
frequently polarized debate.” Given that, we do not have any particular pretention regarding the
methods we propose. However, these methods have the merit of being practicable by TSP today
since they are not so complex and do not require a high detail level in the data used.
Method 1: Symmetric of production curve with respect to the peak date

Since there is no easy guess on the future shape of the curve in the long term, why not taking this
one ! Furthermore, given the facts that production curves at field level look like :
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UKERC, 2009, Global Oil Depletion report
And the increasing prices of oil bring smaller and smaller fields exploitation to be cost effective, it
seems logical to think that the symmetrical curve provides a lower bound for implicit URR (area
under the curve).
Method 2: Hubbert linearization
We represent the production curve in “Hubbert plan” (Annual Production/Cumulative production
versus Cumulative Production) and proceed a linear regression on the scenario data points,
intersection with the cumulative production axis provides an “implicit value” for URR (which cannot
be considered as a proper estimation of URR).

Method 3: Alba-Rech Linearization
This method is similar to the method 2 except the cumulative production axis is replaced by a log
scale.
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Results: WORK DOCUMENT
As we mentioned in the report, the methods are not yet validated, the following figures are not to be
cited or used apart from this document).

Critical Analysis:
The first method can appear a bit simplistic but it is also more robust and ‘objective’ that the two
others. Still there is no surprise in the fact that Hubbert method gives results close to method N°1
since “Hubbert linearization” can be seen as a curve fitting technique with bell shape curve (i.e.
symmetric curve). We keep in mind that the first technique provides a lower bound for implicit URR
value. The underlying idea is that, for physical reasons, technical innovation in extraction methods
and … the “human addiction to oil” factor, conventional oil production will go down slower than it
rose up.
At this stage, it is important to mention that methods 2 and 3 are really sensitive to the points taken
into account for linear regression. The picture below is worth more than a long speech!
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Conclusions:
The three methods have been applied to IEA, USEIA & OPEC conventional oil scenarios and the
implicit URR compared with the geological estimation of USGS (3577 Gb) which is considered
relevant in many publications. The comparison reveals all scenarios “assume” (according to the
methods employed) rather optimistic oil reserves.
Sensitivity analysis are planned in order to improve the control of methods 2 and 3.
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